A deathlike valley
deal out of the active spirit of charity. We compromised, and
decided to send help from the next chaikhana, or to return down
the road after our own supper if no chaikhana appeared; and I
rode on sadly in the darkness, weighed down by the cruelty
of Asia in its vast spaces of solitude, where the name of enemy
and stranger are almost synonymous.
How friendly are the Alps, their villages and small church
towers climbing to the very lips of the glaciers: no one, lying
there by the side of the path, would want some helping hand
stretched out. But here was 'Aziz, the kindest and gentlest
little man, thinking me a fool for being concerned about
someone " who does not come from our part of the country."
The great religious leaders have all come from Asia: it is the
more spiritual continent, we are fond of saying. But perhaps
it is also because the woes of mankind are here so much more
evident; the need for reliance on something more universal
than human charity is so much greater; and the deep and
tender hearts of the prophets are more inevitably awakened by
the sight of human suffering. The Ages of Darkness produced
saints: perhaps their relative scarcity at the present day is the
result of a higher standard in ordinary comfort and kindness.
The next chaikhana, when it did appear as a dim silhouette in
the night, turned out also to have been burned down. We
seemed, indeed, to be in a valley of Death. Its litde stream of
water could be heard, however, dripping across the path in the
night, and we decided to stay there and put up my bed by
the light of the lantern. 'Aziz and The Refuge were happy
anywhere because they lived on nothing but cheese and chu~
pattis; it was always necessary to bring to their minds that I
needed something more varied. We had eggs, however, and
the last tin of sardines, and as we sat finishing them up, steps
were heard striding down the road, and it turned out to be the
companion of the sick traveller, who was not quite alone in the
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